Fall 2015

Impervious
Laminate Signs

The Innovation Issue
If it’s innovative or leading edge, we’ve got it!

Compelling New
Sign Tech

carbon footprint in manufacturing all
add to the environmentally conscious
characteristics of this product.

If you’re looking for the latest
technology in signage Speedpro
Clients are in for a treat. A new
custom high pressure laminate sign
and graphic option that will make a
lasting impression. A few awesome
features of this new product are:

How / where can you use this new
signage product? Pretty much
anywhere. Here are some examples:

DURABLE

• Parks and Open Spaces
• Experimental Environments
• " # $
Interpretative, Informational

Perfect for extreme interior and
exterior environments (even Canadian

   
resistance, impervious to moisture and
thermally stable.

• Interior & Exterior Branding
Business Signage and Elements

DIVERSITY

• Interior Wall Panels or Exterior
Building Cladding

     
which means we can get really creative!
   
smooth, optical clarity) available and
double sided image capability.

ECO FRIENDLY
Post consumer recycled content core,
water based inks, AND a reduced

• Donor Recognition Programs
• Custom Furniture and Fixture
Surfaces

• Merchandising and Showroom
Displays
• Kiosks and Trade Show Booths
Wondering if this new custom high
pressure laminate product would work
for your next project? Give us a call
and we’ll explore the options.

Flat is not where
it’s at! Add some
Texture.

Texture Plus panels and this opens up
a world of possibility for signs, displays
and residential building projects.
With more than 850 designs the
potential applications are endless. Plus
they’re lightweight, durable, realistic
looking, easy to install, economical and
they have a 25 year warranty! Really?
It doesn’t get much better than that.

Commercial Applications:
Use the panels in commercial projects

Dazzling in 3D

It’s everywhere! You can’t read a newspaper or watch TV and not see something
related to 3D printing, and although not entirely a ‘new’ concept (it was developed
in 1984 and patented in 1986), 3D printing is making headlines around the world.
Speedpro is not sitting on the sidelines. We’re thrilled to offer 3D plastic printing to
clients across Canada.
So what is it? Essentially its materials other than ink, dispensed from printer-type
nozzles onto moving platforms. The layers of patterns result in a 3D object. The
design of the object is controlled by a computer with 3D graphics software.
Why use it? People, including our clients are using it for a variety of purposes:
% Real Estate – 3D Model Homes.

exterior. Create eye catching product
displays or use unique panels as a cool,
impactful background for your company
sign. Texture Plus panels are also a
unique product to use for a tradeshow
display. You’ll have them looking twice
with a paneling that helps create a
distinctive brand impact.

Residential Applications:
Texture Plus panels add a splash of
pizazz to residential projects. Finish
colored brick, add some style without
outdoor kitchen, or create a high-end
look in your front entrance with a
classy slate texture.
Texture Plus panels are so versatile
and easy to install you can start and
savings of a stone, wood or metal
is jaw dropping.
This a new offering from Speedpro and
the right texture for your next project.

% Retail – Phone cases, lamp shades, footwear and other products like the
plastic sandals shown in the photo below.
% Prototyping – Before investing in
full blown manufacturing of a new
product, a 3D printed model allows
you to see what it would be like
before you go into mass production.
% Custom/Unique Items – From
print out products and offer them for
sale, usually at a premium, because
they are unique.
The applications for 3D printing are just starting to be realized and we can’t wait
to print your next 3D project. For more information or to place your order give us
a call.
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